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725 STUDENTS

19% Receive Special Education Services
8% English Language Learners

Paramount’s achievements represent consistent academic gains over the last seven years.

An Indiana Department of Education Four Star and "A" school

- Identified as the 2nd highest performing Indiana school corporation in 2017
- Recognized by National Equity Index for closing the achievement gap irrespective of a family’s income
- Acknowledged as 1 of 200 Indiana’s Promising Practices for Accessibility in STEM Education

ACADEMICS

Paramount educates K-8 students in an innovative environment that instills high expectations for success. Students thrive by mastering academic standards through an emphasis on rigorous academics, STEM, the arts and environmental science.

Integral to Paramount’s approach to education is:

- A commitment to Indiana Academic Standards
- Music, Art, Spanish, PE and Environmental Science
- Extracurricular athletic and robotics programs
- Before and after-school childcare, extended school hours, tutoring and family engagement programs
- Three on-site experiential Discovery Centers: an Eco Center, Time & Space and an operating farm

MISSION

Inspire learning through an unparalleled academic approach. Transform communities by changing lives.

93% Student Reenrollment
97% Student Attendance

16 to 1 STAFF : STUDENT RATIO

paramountindy.org